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“...we are throwing more and more of our resources, including the cream of our youth, into financial activities remote from the production of goods and services, into activities that generate
high private rewards disproportionate to their social productivity.” Tobin (1984)

1.

Introduction

Traditional banking consists of banks collecting deposits and making loans. Banks earn profit
from the spread between the return they collect from bank-funded investments and interest paid
to depositors. Excess returns generate value for bank ownership that is traded among different
generations of consumers. The present contribution shows that resources used to acquire bank
ownership crowd out investments that otherwise could support real returns and growth.
We design an overlapping generations (OLG) growth model, where in each period the young
consumers determine the allocation of resources between real investment (deposits), acquisition
of bank ownership, and young-age consumption. At old age, consumers sell bank ownership
and collect their bank deposits to support consumption. We show that intensified deposit market
competition reduces bank ownership value that is traded among generations, thereby increasing the fraction of the young consumers’ savings allocated to deposits. This reduces investment
crowding-out induced by financial investments to acquire bank ownership.1 Finally, we show that
the equilibrium need not be Pareto-efficient. At the outset the young generation tends to have insufficient incentives for real investments if the banks maintain positive margins between lending
and deposit rates.
Earlier investigations of the inefficiencies created of traditional banking go back to Simons
(1936) who observed that bank lending activities amplify the business cycle. This is because banks
expand lending during booms, but contract fast during recessions. Krainer (2017) also identifies
misallocations of real productive investment associated with deposit-creation. Our study contributes to this discussion by presenting a formal dynamic analysis of the tradeoff between resources allocated to financial ownership and those allocated to real investments with a particular
1

Crowding-out refers to the feature that productive, growth-promoting investments are reduced because the young
generation has to spend more resources on the acquisition of bank ownership. Not only relaxed competition, but
also other activities that raise bank profits and, hence, bank equity market value, such as relaxed regulation, may also
contribute to the crowding out of deposits that fund real investment.
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emphasis on how deposit market imperfections impact this tradeoff.
Our analysis is related to a stream of studies with the goal of evaluating the effects of a financial sector capturing an increasingly high proportion of GDP. In this literature, larger financial
sectors are often viewed as inefficient because they tend to employ human and physical capital
and other resources that could be socially more productive when directed to real production and
innovation. As noted in Kay (2015) and in Philippon (2010), since the 1960s, a larger fraction of
college graduates in general, and engineering graduates in particular, accepts jobs outside their
field to become investment bankers or management consultants. Likewise, Arcand, Berkes, and
Panizza (2015) apply different empirical methods to demonstrate that increased financial depth
diminishes output growth if the private sector debt is sufficiently high relative to GDP. On the
theoretical side, Cahuc and Challe (2012) develop a two-sector OLG-model with the feature that
rents in the financial sector induce occupational shifts that divert high-quality human capital out
of productive activities into ”speculative” activities in the financial sector.
Apart from the crowding-out of human capital (misallocation of skilled labor), Cecchetti and
Kharroubi (2012, 2015) show, theoretically as well as empirically, that financial sector growth disproportionally benefits sectors with low productivity and high collateral, thereby reducing total
factor productivity growth in the economy. On the other hand, it has been argued that a large
financial sector complements real investment and promotes economic growth through various
channels: production of information, allocation of capital to productive use, monitoring investments, diversification and management of risk, see Levine (2005). In contrast, Lucas (1988), p.6,
argues that “...the importance of financial matters is very badly over-stressed in the popular and
even much professional discussion...” In the present study we do not address the questions associated with the effects of an increasing size of the financial sector within the framework of a
genuine multi-sector model of the economy. Instead, we limit our analysis to explore the tradeoff
between the investments to acquire ownership and real investments within the banking industry
with a particular emphasis on the effects of imperfect competition in the deposit market.
Our OLG model combines two-period horizons of consumers with infinite horizons of banks
which is related to a research approach developed by Tirole (1985). Tirole (1985) considers the in-
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teraction between productive and nonproductive savings within the framework of an OLG-model
and with a particular focus on the existence, nature, and consequences of asset bubbles. An important category of studies have subsequently developed this research approach along different
dimensions.2 Our study focuses on the steady-state equilibrium where the price of bank ownership is determined by its fundamental value and therefore excludes considerations associated
with asset bubbles. In our model there are no bubbles due to the capitalization of future profits
and the feature that the value of banks grows at the same rate as consumers’ resource endowment.
From the perspective of model design, our study is importantly linked to the influential study
by Laitner (1982). Laitner (1982) demonstrates in an OLG model how imperfect competition affects aggregate output and capital accumulation. Jones and Manuelli (1992) and Chou and Shy
(1991, 1993) apply a similar idea to optimal growth and optimal duration of patents. Muller and
Woodford (1988) explore the implications of a finite lifetime for consumers by considering the effects of profits/rents in model where finitely and infinitely lived agents coexist. In particular, they
demonstrate that there may be multiple perfect foresight equilibria, all converging to the same
steady-state. Further, Femminis (2002) and Sen (2002) explore the implications for dynamic efficiency in OLG-models of the combination of imperfect competition and finite lifetimes of agents.
Following a related approach, our analysis highlights the fact that finite lifetime imposes a liquidity constraint on the young of a new generation, whereby the resources of young consumers are
partly allocated to a less productive form of savings by buying the wealth disposed off by old consumers. These effects are generated by the sale of capital from old to young, or by sale of equity
value of firms/banks with market power that the young generation buys from the old one. In all
of these cases, part of a young consumer’s endowment is diverted from productive investments to
the acquisition of capital or ownership from the old generation, thereby reducing or even halting
the growth of output in the economy relative to its full potential.
Our paper adds to this literature by explicitly integrating the banking industry and interestbearing deposits into the young consumers’ savings decisions as a means for transferring wealth
between periods. We then use such an OLG framework to show how the transfer of ownership
2

Muller and Woodford (1988), Farhi and Tirole (2011), Martin and Ventura (2012), and Cahuc and Challe (2012) are
examples of prominent studies belonging to this category.
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of banks from old to young generations extracts resources from real investments.3 Whereas the
previous literature on crowding-out focused predominantly on market structures with perfect
competitive and monopoly, our paper also analyzes how the magnitude of the crowding-out effect
depends, in a continuous way, on the intensity of competition in the deposit market.
This study is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs an overlapping generations model of
deposits, bank ownership, and bank-funded real investment. Section 3 solves for the dynamic
equilibrium of deposits, consumption, and allocation of savings to the acquisition of bank ownership. Section 4 defines the measure whereby the acquisition of bank ownership crowds out real investments and analyzes the effects of deposit market competition on the magnitude of crowdingout. Section 5 conducts welfare analysis of inefficiencies of traditional banking. Section 6 presents
concluding comments. Appendix A contains derivations of the main results.

2.

An overlapping generations model of bank ownership

2.1

Consumers as depositors and as bank owners

In each period t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the economy consists of two representative consumers, a young
one and an old one, as well as one representative bank. The bank is owned initially by the old
consumer and then sold to the young one. The young consumer in period t is endowed with ωt
units of a real resource. This resource endowment satisfies
ωt = ω(1 + γ)t ,

(1)

where γ ≥ 0 is the endowment growth rate. The parameter ω > 0 denotes the endowment of the
young generation in t = 0.
The endowment of a young consumer can be allocated in three ways: young-age consumption, deposits in a bank account, and acquisition of ownership (shares) of the bank. Formally, the
3

The overlapping generations framework has been applied before to model investment failures in the banking industry. Gersbach and Wenzelburger (2008) show that risk premia built into loan prices are insufficient to prevent
banking crises. Gersbach and Wenzelburger (2011) analyze stability issues in the banking sector from a macroeconomic
perspective.
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resource constraint of the young consumer in period t is given by
cyt + dt + bt qt = ωt ,

t = 0, 1, . . . ,

(2)

where cyt is period t consumption by the young consumer in period t, dt is total bank deposits
made by the young in period t, and qt is the period t value of the bank acquired from the old. bt
(0 ≤ bt ≤ 1) is the fraction of the bank (equity) purchased. The period t value of the bank qt is the
present value of the discounted sum of the bank’s future profits (starting from period t + 1).
The old consumer collects the bank deposit made as young in the previous period (as a bank
depositor) and then, as a bank equity owner, collects the profit (possibly, as dividends) and the
proceeds from selling the shares of the bank to the young. The representative old consumer uses
all these three sources of old-age income for consumption purposes. Let r ≥ 0 denote the interest
rate the bank pays in period t + 1 on deposits made in period t (i.e., one-period deposit interest
rate). Then, generation t’s consumption when old in period t + 1 is
cot+1 = dt (1 + r) + bt (πt+1 + qt+1 ),

t = 0, 1, . . . ,

(3)

which is the sum of the old consumer’s deposits plus interest, the period t + 1 bank profit, and the
proceeds from selling the shares of the bank to the young generation in t + 1.
The representative young consumer of generation t (t = 0, 1, 2 . . .) maximizes a two-period
utility function

U t = U cyt , cot+1 = ln(cyt ) + δ ln(cot+1 ),

(4)

where δ (0 < δ ≤ 1) is the time discount factor. The young consumers in period t perfectly foresee
the values of period t + 1 bank profit πt+1 and bank value qt+1 . These are taken as given in the
consumption budget constraints specified in (2) and (3). The initial representative old consumer
at t = 0 (generation t = −1) maximizes the second part of (4) which is equivalent to selling all
resources to maximize consumption co0 according to (3).
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2.2

Bank deposits and real investment

The representative bank has access to an investment technology which makes it possible to channel the acquired deposits into a project yielding return ρ.4 Lending based on successful screening
of funded projects is a natural interpretation of this investment technology. Therefore, the bank
funds dt worth of investment projects, yielding a gross return dt ρ in period t + 1, if the bank has
acquired a volume dt of deposits made by the young consumer in period t.5 The associated cost
of funding for the bank consists of interest payments dt r on the volume dt of deposits. We impose
following assumptions.
A SSUMPTION 1. (a) The growth rate γ of the endowment sequence {ωt }∞
0 is bounded relative to the
interest on deposits r. Formally, r > γ ≥ 0.
(b) The deposit rate does not exceed the bank’s investment return. Formally, ρ ≥ r.
If Assumption 1(a) were reversed, the discounted value of the endowment (and hence ω(1 +
γ)t /(1 + r)t which affects the equilibrium future value of the bank) would not converge to a finite value. Assumption 1(b) ensures a non-negative spread on bank investment. Therefore, the
bank profit, realized in period t + 1, on period t deposits is
πt+1 = dt (ρ − r).

(5)

Our analysis is general enough to capture arbitrary degrees of competition in the banking
industry. Formally,
D EFINITION 1. The banking industry is said to be:
• perfectly competitive if competition drives up the interest rate to r = ρ so that banks earn only
normal (zero) profits;
4

Focusing only on safe returns for bank investments greatly simplify the derivations of our main results. Shy and
Stenbacka (2017) develop an OLG model where banks actually fail and may be bailed out with taxpayer money. Also,
to simplify, the model assumes that banks are not subjected to reserve requirements. The concluding section provides
a discussion of possible model extensions involving money creation by banks.
5
To simplify, the analysis relies on constant marginal investment productivity ρ. One could assume diminishing
returns or that banks run out of productive investments to fund after collecting a certain amount of deposits. To avoid
introducing additional notation we do not incorporate these aspects into our analysis.
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• imperfectly competitive if banks pay lower than the perfectly-competitive rate and earn strictlypositive profit so that γ < r < ρ.
With imperfect competition the banks have market power to set and maintain deposit rates below
r = ρ. Lower deposit rates r correspond to higher profit margins ρ − r, which correspond to
stronger market power of depositary institutions. In contrast, perfect competition drives up the
interest rate until banks no longer make above-normal profits. Note that for the special case of
no growth (constant endowment with γ = 0), Assumption 1(a) implies that the deposit rate could
drop to r = 0 with a monopoly bank. With increasing endowments the growth rate determines a
lower bound on the deposit rate.

3.

Equilibrium bank value and savings

∞
This section computes the equilibrium paths of deposits {dt }∞
0 , bank value {qt }0 , and the fraction

of bank value purchased by the young {bt }∞
0 .
The equity market, where bank ownership is traded among generations, is naturally forward
looking (with infinite horizon in this model). Therefore, the period τ value of the bank is
t−τ
∞ 
X
1
1
πt =
(πτ +1 + qτ +1 ) ,
qτ =
1+r
1+r

(6)

t=τ +1

which is the present value of the discounted sum of future bank profits starting from period τ + 1
onward, where πt is characterized by (5). Note that, by construction, the value of the bank is influenced by future profit (and not present profit) because the young generation acquires ownership of
the bank only after the old generation has already received and consumed the profit (dividends)
associated with the current period. It is important to emphasize that qt is the market value of bank
ownership. It cannot serve as an input for the banks production activities (and hence, cannot be
allocated to real investments), because the proceeds that the old generation receives from selling
the bank to the young are consumed by the old. In other words, qt should be interpreted as the
sale value of a document of ownership, entitling its holder to claim future bank profits.
The value of the bank, qt , defines the link between generations, because it determines the price
at which the bank (or a fraction of it bt qt ) is sold from one generation to the next. The price whereby
7

ownership (or a fraction bt of it) is transferred from one generation to the next affects the amount
of funds the young can allocate to savings at the bank, which then determines the investments,
and thereby the profits of the bank in the subsequent period. In this respect, the sale price of the
bank is the central link between the generations and it has strong effects on output expansion.
We derive the equilibrium in the banking sector for all degrees of competition (Definition 1), so
that γ < r ≤ ρ. When optimizing the two-period utility function (4) in period t, the representative
young consumer correctly anticipates the period t+1 bank profit πt+1 and bank value qt+1 . Hence,
the young in period t chooses the fraction bt of bank ownership qt to purchase and the amount to
deposit dt . The remaining endowment ωt is spent on period t consumption cyt .
Substituting consumers’ first- and second-period resource constraints (2) and (3) into the twoperiod utility function (4), a representative young agent in period t chooses the fraction of bank
ownership bt and the amount of deposit dt to solve
cot+1

cy

t
z
}|
{
}|
{
z
t
max U = ln(ωt − dt − bt qt ) + δ ln(dt (1 + r) + bt (πt+1 + qt+1 )).

bt ,dt

(7)

Note that the choice problem of the young (7) is between two types of saving: acquisition of
bank ownership shares of bank ownership bt qt and interest-bearing deposits dt . The allocation of
savings between the two will be determined by their relative one period rate of returns. To see
that, following Kehoe (1989) and McCandless and Wallace (1991), multiplying (2) by 1 + r and
adding to (3), yields generation t’s future lifetime consumption value
Excess return =et

(1 +

r)cyt

+

cot+1

}|
{
z
= ωt (1 + r) + bt [πt+1 + qt+1 − qt (1 + r)] .

(8)

The terms in the brackets reflect excess return from bank ownership relative to interest earned
on deposits. That is, if the young consumer acquires the entire bank at price qt , the return when
old would be πt+1 + qt+1 . If, instead, the young deposits an amount of qt , the return would be
qt (1 + r). Therefore, if et > 0, bank ownership dominates the return on deposits yielding dt = 0
and bt = 1. In contrast, if et < 0, the return on deposit accounts dominates that of bank ownership
so that bank ownership will not be traded among generations, bt = 0. Because banks will not
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exist in either extreme case, we look for an equilibrium in which et = 0 so that the young will be
indifferent between the two forms of savings.
Substituting bt = 1 into (7), so that all bank ownership shares are traded among generations,
the first-order condition associated with utility maximization implies
0 = dt (1 + r)(1 + δ) + πt+1 + qt δ(1 + r) + qt+1 − δωt (1 + r).

(9)

Equations (1), (5), (6), and (9) form a system of four equations with five variables: ωt , πt+1 , qt ,
qt+1 , and dt . The fifth equation imposes a steady-state growth of bank ownership value so that
qt+1 = qt (1 + γ), which yields the candidate steady-state equilibrium values:6
dt =

δω(1 + γ)t (r − γ)
,
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)

πt+1 =

δω(1 + γ)t (r − γ)(ρ − r)
,
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
and qt =

δω(1 + γ)t (ρ − r)
qt+1
=
. (10)
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
1+γ

Assumption 1 ensures nonnegative equilibrium values in (10). The following result characterizes some important properties of the steady-state equilibrium. Derivations are provided in Appendix A.
Result 1. In the steady-state equilibrium (10), in each period t = 0, 1, 2, . . . the following properties hold:
(a) An increase in the rate of return on bank-funded investments reduces bank deposits, whereas it increases
per-period bank profit and, consequently, the value of bank ownership.
Formally, ∂dt /∂ρ < 0, ∂πt+1 /∂ρ > 0, and ∂qt /∂ρ > 0.
(b) An increase in the deposit rate increases bank deposits and decreases bank value. Further, there is a
deposit rate threshold below (above) which bank profit increases (increases).
Formally, ∂dt /∂r > 0, ∂qt /∂r < 0, and ∂πt+1 /∂r > 0 if and only if r < (ρ + γ)/2.
(c) An increase in the resource endowment ω increases the equilibrium value of all three variables: dt , πt+1 ,
and qt . All three variable increase at the same rate as the endowment growth rate, γ.
Results 1(a) and 1(b) are illustrated in Figure 1.
6
In fact, an anonymous referee has pointed to us that the steady-state equilibrium property is actually implied by
the assumption of time-invariant deposit rate, rt = r for all t.
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Figure 1: Deposits (investment) dt (solid), one-period bank profit πt+1 (dashed), and bank value qt (dotted).
Left: As functions of the return on bank investment ρ based on δ = 0.9, γ = 0, ω = 120, r =
0.05. Right: As functions of the deposit rate r based on δ = 0.9, γ = 0, ω = 120, ρ = 0.1. The
consumption cyt and cot+1 (top two curves) are analyzed in Section 5.

Result 1(a) provides the key intuition behind the crowding-out mechanism of the model. An
increase in the return on bank-funded investment ρ increases bank profit and bank value. Higher
bank value translates into a higher price for shifting bank ownership between generations. Therefore, young consumers allocate a higher fraction of their savings towards buying “more expensive” bank ownership, which crowds out deposits and hence bank-funded investments. This process is illustrated on the left panel of Figure 1.
Result 1(b) and the right panel of Figure 1 show that deposits, and hence real investments,
increase as a function of the deposit rate r. Higher deposit rates make bank ownership less attractive, thereby reducing the value of the bank qt . This result is important because an increase in r
could be associated with intensified deposit rate competition among banks as specified in Definition 1, and will therefore provide the key intuition on how market competition in the banking
sector could mitigate the investment crowding-out effect.
The bank’s per-period profit initially rises for low deposit rates, whereas it decreases as the
bank’s’ profit margin ρ − r gets closer to zero. The reason is as follows: At low r, increase in r
boosts deposits and hence profits. But, with a growing deposit rate r, the profit margin shrinks,
thereby offsetting the rise in deposits.
Result 1(c) follows immediately from (10), because according to (10) the amount of deposits
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and profits are proportional to the initial endowment of the young ω and its growth rate γ.

4.

Measuring investment crowding-out

The bank-funded investment technology makes period t deposits dt grow to dt (1+ρ) in period t+1.
Therefore, a higher return associated with the bank-funded investment (ρ) induces an increase in
the bank’s profit. Such a profit boost also induces an increase in bank value. This means that
the acquisition of bank ownership consumes more resources from the young generation, thereby
shifting resources from deposits (real investments). The analysis in this section quantifies this
crowding-out effect.

4.1

The measure of crowding-out

The resource constraint (2) implies that, for a given choice of consumption level cyt , the young
consumer in period t faces a tradeoff between allocating savings to growth-promoting real investment in the form of deposits, dt , and to financial investment, bank ownership, by buying bank
equity qt from the old generation. This tradeoff is captured by:
D EFINITION 2. We say that the acquisition of bank ownership crowds out deposits (real investment)
in period t if kt > 0, where
def

kt =

qt
,
dt + qt

(11)

is the measure of investment crowding-out.
The measure of crowding-out (11) captures how the resources needed for the acquisition of bank
ownership crowd out real investments, deposits, which is the source of output growth in this
economy. In this respect, (11) can be viewed as a measure of dynamic inefficiency caused by
resources spent on acquisition of ownership to support consumption of the old generation. In fact,
the welfare analysis conducted in Section 5 involves constructions of allocations corresponding
to lower values of kt . As kt increases, the acquisition of bank ownership crowds out a larger
amount of real investment. Note that by definition, the crowding-out measure satisfies 0 ≤ kt ≤ 1.
The measure of crowding-out is the equilibrium ratio of financial investments (qt ) in the form
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of bank ownership to total investment defined as the sum of real investments (dt ) and financial
investments (qt ).
Substituting the equilibrium values from (10) into (11), we compute the equilibrium investment crowding-out level to be
kt = k =

ρ−r
.
ρ−γ

(12)

Note that kt ≥ 0 by Assumption 1. Therefore, the equilibrium measure of crowding out is the
ratio of the bank’s profit margin to the difference between the investment return and endowment
growth rate.

4.2

The effects of deposit market competition and investment return on investment
crowding-out

Appendix A derives the following result which characterizes the relationship between the intensity of bank competition and the magnitude of the crowding-out effect.
Result 2. Intensified deposit market competition reduces the crowding-out induced by the acquisition of
the bank. Formally, ∂k/∂r < 0.
Intuitively, bank profit declines when the bank pays a higher deposit rate. This decreases the
value of the bank and therefore the price that young consumers pay to acquire the bank, and
consequently increases the amount of investments made via the use of deposits.
The right panel of Figure 2 displays the equilibrium crowing-out associated with (12) as a
function of r (interest rate banks pay on one-period deposits) for two different values of the endowment growth rate γ. This figure shows that the measure of crowding-out declines as a function
of the deposit rate r.
Result 2 identifies the dynamic benefit associated with intensified bank competition. According to Result 2, intensified competition increases the share of savings allocated by the young to
real investment relative to the savings allocated to acquisition of bank ownership. This improves
efficiency in the economy by generating higher output, thereby improving future consumption
opportunities. A similar result has been obtained in Laitner (1982). He showed that higher market
power tends to crowd out resources that finance physical capital. Overall, this dynamic benefit
12
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Figure 2: Equilibrium measure of investment crowding out assuming endowment growth rate γ = 0 (solid)
and γ = 0.02 (dashed). Left: As function of the return on bank investment ρ based on r = 0.05.
Right: As function of the deposit rate r based on ρ = 0.1.

from intensified competition can be viewed as a factor complementing the traditional static benefits which are extensively studied in industrial organization.
We conclude the analysis of real investment crowding-out with the following results, which
are formally derived in Appendix A.
Result 3. Crowding-out induced by the acquisition of bank ownership, as measured by k,
(a) increases with the return on bank-funded investment ρ (∂k/∂ρ > 0), and
(b) increases with the young generation’s endowment growth rate γ (∂k/∂γ > 0).
Result 3(a) is illustrated on the left panel of Figure 2. Result 3(b) is illustrated on both panels of
Figures 2 as upward shifts in the crowding-out measure k resulting from an increase in γ.
By allocating savings to acquisition of bank ownership, the young agent forgoes the opportunity to generate higher output associated with the real investment via deposits. The resulting crowding-out effect is more intense with a higher return on the bank-funded real investment
(higher ρ) and with a higher endowment growth rate (higher γ).
The crowding-out increases with the bank’s profit margin ρ − r. Recall from Definition 1 that
an increase in this difference is attributed to reduced competition, whereas ρ − r = 0 corresponds
to a perfectly-competitive banking industry. Result 2 characterizes how the intensity of deposit
market competition influences the magnitude of the crowding-out effect , by affecting the value of
13

the bank. This result could in an analogous way be extended to a model that analyzes the effects
of competition in the market for bank ownership.

5.

Consumption and welfare analysis

We conclude the analysis with an investigation of how investment crowding-out induced by intensified competition affect consumption and total welfare.

5.1

Equilibrium consumption

We substitute the equilibrium values from (10) into the resource constraints of the young and old,
(2) and (3), respectively. This yields the following equilibrium consumption levels of the young
and old consumers:
cyt =

ω(1 + γ)t
1+δ

and cot+1 = δ(1 + r)cyt .

(13)

The equilibrium consumption levels (13) are illustrated on the top of the right panel of Figure 1
as functions of the deposit rate r. Inspection of (13) and the right panel of Figure 1 reveals that the
consumption of the old is increasing with the deposit rate r without changing the consumption
level of the young. This yields the following result.
Result 4. Intensified competition in the deposit market increases old-age consumption without affecting
young-age consumption. Formally, ∂cyt /∂r = 0 and ∂cot+1 /∂r > 0.
Result 4 shows how intensified competition generates benefits for consumers belonging to all
generations, starting from t = 0. However, this does not imply that intensified competition leads
to a Pareto improvement, because the initial old in period t = 0 (generation t = −1) may become
worse off under intensified competition due to a reduction in profit and bank equity value. Also,
it should be acknowledged that the invariance of young-age consumption to the deposit rate is a
direct consequence of the log utility function. With this utility function young-age consumption
is proportional to the endowment.
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5.2

Welfare analysis

From the perspective of intertemporal efficiency our model introduces an interesting tradeoff. On
one hand the interest paid on deposits r points to the advantages of postponing consumption. On
the other hand the utility function calls for intertemporal consumption smoothing. In this subsection we explore whether the equilibrium characterized in (10) is efficient from the perspective of
the Pareto criterion.
There are two issues to be explored. First, does the economy allocate a sufficient amount of
resources to growth-promoting investment projects via deposits? And second, if the answer to the
first question is negative, is it possible to achieve a Pareto-superior allocation from the perspective
of all generations of consumers?
5.2.1

Steady-state social optimum

We first construct a Pareto-efficient allocation, starting from generation t = 0 and on, thereby
disregarding the question whether this allocation can be achieved through Pareto improvements
relative to the equilibrium allocation. We can think of this allocation as if it has been applied also
to previous generations throughout history (prior to generation t = 0). This is why we refer to this
allocation as “steady-state” social optimum.
For all generations t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the socially optimal allocation solves the maximization problem


ln(cyt ) + δ ln(cot+1 )
max
y

ct ,cot+1

s.t. cyt +

cot+1
= ω(1 + γ)t ,
1+ρ

(14)

which yields
ĉyt =

ω(1 + γ)t
1+δ

and ĉot+1 = δ(1 + ρ)cyt .

(15)

Therefore, the socially-optimal per-period real investment level is
δω(1 + γ)t
> dt ,
dbt = ωt − ĉyt =
1+δ

(16)

which holds true whenever there is imperfect competition so that ρ > r (Definition 1). Recall that
dt is the steady-state equilibrium level derived in (10).
Comparing the equilibrium consumption allocation (13) with the socially optimal consump15

tion (15) reveals that the equilibrium young-age consumption equals the socially optimal youngage consumption. However, the equilibrium old-age consumption falls short of the social optimum whenever there is imperfect competition so that ρ > r. Substituting young- and old-age
consumption into a generation’s lifetime utility (4), the improvement in utility when switching
from the equilibrium allocation to social optimum is captured by the difference
∆U = U


ĉyt , ĉot+1

−U


cyt , cot+1

=

δ ln(ĉot+1 )

−

δ ln(cot+1 )


= δ ln

1+ρ
1+r


.

(17)

Therefore, ∆U > 0 if ρ > r. In other words, focusing on generation t = 0 and on, switching
from equilibrium to the social optimum induces utility benefits whenever the banking industry is
characterized by imperfect competition.
5.2.2

Pareto improvements relative to the equilibrium

The social optimum (14) applies to a steady-state that also includes a history of generations consuming this allocation in periods prior to t = 0 when our analysis begins. The remainder of this
section focuses on a configuration where generation t = −1 has allocated the equilibrium investment level d−1 given in (10), which is lower than the optimal investment level db−1 given in (16).
The following results show how to construct a Pareto-superior allocation relative to the equilibrium allocation (13).
Result 5. Suppose that there is imperfect competition in the banking industry so that ρ > r.
(a) There can be no Pareto improvement of the equilibrium (13) unless young-age consumption is reduced.
(b) There exist feasible allocations that are Pareto superior to the equilibrium consumption allocation (13).
The proof of Result 5(a) is presented in Appendix A. According to Result 5(a), a reduction of
young-age consumption is necessary to achieve a Pareto improvement relative to the equilibrium
allocation. The reduction in young-age consumption is matched by a sufficiently high increase in
old-age consumption. This consumption shift is achieved through an increase in real investments
(deposits) at young age. Note that the specific form of the preferences used in this model is not
crucial for Result 5.
To prove part (b), suppose that we start from the equilibrium allocation (10), but reduce the
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consumption of each young by  > 0 and divert it towards deposits, and hence investment. Then,
the old-age consumption of each generation could be increased by (1 + ρ). We need to find the
conditions under which each generation t can be made better off under this reallocation. Formally,
substituting the allocation with lower young-age consumption into the utility function of each
generation t ≥ 0 (4) yields

U t = ln(cyt − ) + δ ln cot+1 + (1 + ρ) ,

(18)

where cyt and cot+1 are the equilibrium consumption levels given in (13). Differentiating (18) with
respect to the consumption shift  yields
cyt δ(1 + ρ) − cot+1
cyt δ(1 + ρ) − cot+1 − (1 + δ)(1 + ρ)
∂U t
−→
.
=
→0
∂
(cyt − )[cot+1 + (1 + ρ)]
cyt cot+1

(19)

Now, substituting the equilibrium consumption (13) into the numerator of (19) implies that
∂U t
>0
∂

if

δω(1 + γ)t (1 + ρ) δω(1 + γ)t (1 + r)
δω(1 + γ)t (ρ − r)
−
=
> 0,
1+δ
1+δ
1+δ

(20)

which holds for an imperfectly-competitive banking sector (ρ > r). Therefore, each generation t ≥
0 can be made better off with the reduction in young-age consumption.

6.

Conclusion

This study constructs an OLG growth model in order to investigate the investment crowding-out
effects in the banking sector. Market imperfections in the deposit market stimulates bank profit
and bank market value, thereby raising the resources required for a new generation of consumers
to acquire bank ownership. This induces a crowding-out effect on real investment (deposits). We
find that intensified deposit market competition reduces the crowding-out induced by financial
investments to acquire bank ownership. Finally, we demonstrate that the equilibrium need not be
Pareto-efficient. The reason is that the young consumers have insufficient incentives to allocate
resources to deposits and hence to real investments whenever there is imperfect competition in
the deposit market so that the deposit rate falls short of the bank’s return from its bank-funded
investments.
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In our model, real investment is fully funded by deposit accounts that young consumers use
as one form of savings. However, in reality, traditional banking also involves significant money
creation that is used for risky lending and investment purposes that far exceed the amount of
deposits. Money creation by banks enhances bank profits and value that further magnifies the
real investment crowding-out effects identified in this model. The magnitude of money creation
is captured in Figure 1 in Carpenter and Demiralp (2010), who empirically establish that actual
money multipliers (the ratios of deposits appearing on banks’ balance sheets to initial deposits)
ranged from 5 to over 20 from 1990 to the 2008 financial crisis. Savings accounts have even lower
reserve ratios which magnify money creation by two-digit factors. In addition, McLeay, Radia, and
Thomas (2014) use balance-sheets to demonstrate how actually lending creates “new” deposits.
This is, perhaps, the reason why King (2016) refers to bank money creation as “alchemy.” By
ignoring money creation by the banking sector, our model grossly underestimates the crowdingout distortion associated with traditional banking.
Overall, our model significantly underestimates the magnitude of the distortion associated
with the real investment crowding-out effect because money creation by banks induce higher
profits and higher ownership values. Unfortunately, the present model cannot incorporate bank
money creation because doing so may violate the per-period real resource constraint.
Assessments of the magnitude of the investment crowding-out effects associated with acquisition of bank ownership are sensitive to how the value of that ownership is measured. In our model
it is measured by the market value of the bank, defined as the net present value of future profits.
This measure could be viewed as an underestimation in a broader context, because it attaches no
value to implicit protection to banks associated with bailout or deposit insurance policies. This
implies that the investment crowding-out effects identified in our model could be more significant than what the model formally captures. Overall, the feature that the market value of banks
also embeds expected profits associated with implicit government bailout guarantees is another
important reason why the present model is likely to underestimate the crowding-out distortion.
In fact, bank profits and equity market value are now (2017–2018) rising in the United States, and
banks use these profits to pay dividends and to implement policies with stock buy-backs. This in-
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crease in bank equity market value may be a consequence of relaxed regulation on bank financial
investment activities (hence, money creation) and the gradual elimination of restrictions that were
imposed after the 2008 financial crisis.
Finally, our results have implications for assessments of the effects of intensified competition
in the banking sector. With attention restricted to investments in the banking sector alone, our
results suggest that there are added dynamic benefits to intensified competition compared to the
“traditional” sources of benefits from competition. This is because intensified competition reduces
the distortions caused by the transfer of ownership of financial institutions from one generation
to another.

Appendix A

Derivations

Derivations of Result 1.

Derivations involve differentiation of the equilibrium values (10) and

follow from Assumption 1.
∂dt /∂ρ = δωt (γ − r)/[(ρ − γ)2 (1 + δ)] < 0,
∂πt+1 /∂ρ = δωt (r − γ)2 /[(ρ − γ)2 (1 + δ)] > 0,
∂qt /∂ρ = δωt (r − γ)/[(ρ − γ)2 (1 + δ)] > 0,
∂dt /∂r = δωt /[(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)] > 0,

(A.1)

∂πt+1 /∂r = δωt (ρ + γ − 2r)/[(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)] > 0

if and only if r < (ρ + γ)/2,

∂qt /∂r = −δωt /[(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)] < 0.

Derivations of Results 2, and 3.

Derivations involve differentiations of the equilibrium measure

of crowding out (12) and Assumption 1.
∂k/∂r = −1/(ρ − γ) < 0.
∂k/∂ρ = (r − γ)/(ρ − γ)2 > 0.
∂k/∂γ = (ρ − γ)/(ρ − γ)2 > 0.
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(A.2)

Derivation of Result 5(a). Suppose that we maintain the consumption of the young at the equilibrium level given in the left term of (13). We start with period t = 0. Subtracting total consumption spending (young of generation t = 0 and old of generation t = −1) from total resources
available in period t = 0. yields
d−1 (1 + ρ)

cy0

co0

z
}|
{ z }| { z
}|
{
ω0
z }| { δω(1 + γ)−1 (r − γ)(1 + ρ) ω(1 + γ)0 δω(1 + γ)−1 (1 + r)
ω(1 + γ)0 +
−
−
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
1+δ
1+δ
δω(1 + γ)0 (r − γ)
=
= d0 . (A.3)
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
From left to right, the first two terms are aggregate resources available in period t = 0. These are
the sum of the endowment of the young ω0 and the investment gross return on the investment
made by the young of generation t = −1, given by d−1 (1 + ρ). The third and fourth terms are
consumption of the young in t = 0 (whose constancy is assumed) and the consumption of the old
in t = 0 that we need to maintain in order to construct a Pareto-superior allocation.
Expression (A.3) shows that the difference between available resources and consumption equals
exactly the equilibrium amount of deposits and investment level by generation t = 0 as derived
in (10). This shows that trying to maintain the equilibrium consumption of the young and old in
period t = 0 restricts the economy from growing beyond the equilibrium level.
Moving on to period t = 1, the difference between available resources and aggregate consumption becomes
ω1

d0 (1 + ρ)

cy1

co1

z
}|
{ z }| { z
}|
{
z }| { δω(1 + γ)0 (r − γ)(1 + ρ) ω(1 + γ)1 δω(1 + γ)0 (1 + r)
ω(1 + γ)1 +
−
−
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
1+δ
1+δ
δω(1 + γ)1 (r − γ)
=
= d1 . (A.4)
(ρ − γ)(1 + δ)
Note that the second term in (A.4) is the amount invested in period t = 0 (d0 ) taken from (A.3)
and multiplied by 1 + ρ. Once again, keeping the same consumption levels of the young and old
in t = 1 leaves the same amount d1 allocated to investment which is given in (10).
Moving on to periods t = 2, 3, . . ., we can show that investment in each period t cannot be
increased without reducing the consumption of the young, while maintaining the same consump20

tion levels of the old.
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